WAR
who gave the original impulse to the Revolution. The
people appeared on the scene only later. Those who gave
the first impulse have since repented, or at least they
would have liked to stop the Revolution when they
saw that power was likely to pass into the hands of the
people. But it was they who started it. Without their
initiative the nation would be still under the yoke of
despotism. This historical truth should teach you to
what extent you can rely on the sympathy of the
nations of Europe. Far from giving the signal to revolt,
the aristocracy of those nations, forewarned by events
in France, has leagued itself with the monarch to keep
the people in ignorance and bondage."
How easy it is, he told Brissot, to acquit oneself of
one's obligations towards the people by giving it a
war! Have we no enemies at home? Why do you wish
to distract the people's attention from internal prob-
lems and lead it into this trap?
He outlined immediately necessary reforms and
warned Brissot that it was the duty of a people's repre-
sentative to enlighten the people, not to fan its passion
and prejudice. "The best way to show one's respect
for the people is not by vaunting its liberty and power,
and thus lulling it to sleep, but by making it conscious
of its shortcomings, while at the same time never ceas-
ing to raise one's voice in its defence." Were it to be
admitted that the people of its own accord desired war,
then it would still be the duty of the people's representa-
tive to disabuse it, and to point out the true road to
freedom. If a capricious patient were to refuse a healing
potion and say, "No, I want to get well by taking this
poison", would a good physician hand it to him?C"To\
try to bring liberty to others before having won it for'
oneself is to perpetuate slavery both for oneself and
the rest of mankind."^
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